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SYNTHESE :

Cette note concerne les méthodes adoptées par la DER pour traiter les
problèmes mécaniques des structures et des machines.

En général, les études complexes (structures 3D, chargements complexes, lois
de comportement non linéaires...) font appel à des outils et des algorithmes
sophistiqués. Afin d'étudier de telles structures, la DER développe un code de calcul
qui permet de traiter un grand nombre d'études complexes en utilisant la méthode des
éléments finis. H permet en particulier d'étudier les problèmes statiques, dynamiques,
élasto-plastiques ainsi que les problèmes de contact, d'endommagement ou de
fissuration.

Cette note sera illustrée par des études industrielles :

1. Analyse du comportement mécanique de la liaison roue/arbre d'une pompe
primaire.

La structure, tridimensionnelle, est soumise simultanément à un chargement
thermique, un chargement de pression, des efforts centrifuges et axiaux ainsi qu'au
serrage de goujons. H y a contact entre la roue et l'arbre et entre les faces d'appui des
goujons et les faces d'appui de l'arbre.

Pour cette étude, l'allongement des goujons (représentant la valeur de serrage)
est directement introduite comme donnée dans le code éléments finis qui calcule
automatiquement la déformation des structures en contact pour aboutir à une solution
d'équilibre (on utilise un algorithme 'tératif de Newton-Raphson modifié).

2. Analyse du facteur d'intensité de contrainte en fond de fissure.

Cette structure, tridimensionnelle, est soumise à des efforts axiaux et radiaux.
Pour cette étude, on utilise la méthode Thêta pour calculer le taux de restitution
d'énergie afin de déterminer le facteur d'intensité de contrainte.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

This paper concerns the methodology adopted by the Research & Development
Division to handle mechanical problems found in structures and machines.

Usually, these often very complex studies (3-D structures, complex loadings,
non linear behavior laws...) call for advanced tools and calculation means. In order to
do these complex studies, R&D Division is developing a software. It handles very
complex thermo-mechanical analysis using the Finite Element Method. It enables us to
analyse static, dynamic, elasto-plastic problems as well as contact problems or
evaluating damage and lifetime of structures.

This paper will be illustrated by actrual industrial case examples. The major
ones will be dealing with :

1. Analysis of a new impeller/shaft assembly of a primary coolant pump.

The 3D meshing is submitted simultaneously to thermal load, pressure,
hydraulic, centrifugal and axial forces and clamping of studs; contacts between
shaft/impeller, nuts bearing side/shaft bearing side.

For this study, we have developed a new method to handle the clamping of
studs. The stud elongation value is given into the software which automatically
computes the distorsions between both the structures in contact and then the final
position of bearing areas (using an iterative non-linear algorithm of modified
Newton-Raphson type).

2. Analysis of the stress intensity factor of crack.

The 3D meshing (representing the crack) is submitted simultaneously to axial
and radial forces. In this case, we use the Theta method to calculate the energy
restitution rate in order to determine the stress intensity factors.
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INTRODUCTION

History of the Finite Elements Method

The period from 1852 to 1875 was the starting point for matrix

analysis of structures, thanks to the works of Maxwell,

Castigliano and Mohr. Since the middle of the 195O's, finite

element techniques have been developed continually, thanks to a

gTeat extent to the works of Zienkiewicz. The success of the

formulation of plane stress elements motivated researchers to

develop equations for volumic elements, thin or thick shells arid

plates in linear elasticity. Then special phenomena appeared such

as buckling, geometric or material non-linearity, or dynamic

response. The emplasis was put on the design of genera] codes

destined to be used both by design offices and research workers.

The range of general softwares of structure analysis by finite

elements shows to what extent this method is used.

Application of the finite element method In the
"Département Machines"

One of the goals of the "Département Machines" of the EDF,

R&D Division is the analysis of the mechanical behavior of

machine components.

Thorough studies have been performed on some machine

components that are sensitive both from & nuclear security and an

economic point of view. The preliminary studies are conducted by

the manufacturer and are submitted for approval to EDF who,

after analyzing the specifications, starts complementary studies if

needed. Other studies can be performed in case of incidents with

the components. These components, which are mainly three

dimensional, are often subjected to complex mechanics! loadings,

possibly coupled with thermal loadings, requiring three-

dimensional or axisymmetric finite element computations. The

finite element software, developed by EDF, enables the users to

handle the majority of encountered problems. In addition, the

pre- and post-processors, coupled to the analysis software,

provide the operator with degree of user friendliness and working

comfort allowing considerable time savings.

This article presents the methods used in the Department to carry

out the research and developments for which it is responsible. We

will briefly describe the tools used (mesh generator, analysis

software and graphic software). Finally, the majority of this

article will focus on industrial examples that needed research and

development.

TOOLS USED

Pre-processor

Amoung the mesh generators available at EDF, the Department



mainly uses I-DEAS (Integrated OEsign Analysis Software)

developed by the U.S. company SDRC (Structural Dynamic

Research Corporation). The two parts ofl-DEAS that we use are:

* I-DEAS Geomod, which is an interactive computing tool that

allows the user to create geometric models as solid objects and to

assemble these 3D objects;

* I-DEAS Stipertab, which is a CAD tool that gives the user the

ability to model mechanical components and structures. Supertab

helps him to build a complete finite element model using a

complete set of tools for automatic mesh generation, including

mapped mesh generation and free mesh generation.

Finite Element Software
This software has been exclusively developed by EDF, R&D

and is constantly being reviewed and updated. It handles very

complex theimo-mechanical analyses using the finite element

method. It enables the users to analyze many different problems,

such as:

* static linear & non-linear (mainly geometric and centrifugal

stiffening),

* elasto-plasticity,

* heat transfer (steady state or transient),

* thermo-mechanical coupling,

* substructuring,

* contact problems,

* lifetime evaluation,

* linear elastic fracture mechanics.

The code is mainly directed at the analysis of nuclear plant

components. Consequently, the studied structures are often 3D,

having complex geometry (pump impeller, blade, bolted

assemblies, etc . . ) and are subjected to equally complex load

histories (temperamre field, residual stress, hooping, tightening of

studs, etc...). To analyze these structures as accurately as possible

or to take into account new phenomena, the code is in constant

progression. Developments are to a large extent carried out by the

users, which enables us to obtain a user friendly code, by the

implementation of automatic controls, syntax verifications and

error messages.

Graphic software

The graphic post-processor has also being developed by EDF,

R&D. It is coupled with the finite element software and allows

graphic representations of all kinds of calculations (curves,

animations, contour, e t c . ) . This software runs through either

interactive or batch procedures, and both on mainframes and

workstations, allowing the user to examine large models.

APPLICATIONS

Analysis of a new Impeller-shaft assembly of a primary
coolant pump

We present here the studies performed on the new primary

coolant pumps that will outfit the N4 power plants (1400 MW,

French technology). The operating principle for these pumps is

the same as the 1300 MW Westinghouse ones. Among the

differences is the impeller-shaft coupling technology, which is

new: the impeller is no longer shrunk on the shaft (as it was on

Westinghouse pumps) but coupled to it by a central stud and 12

peripheral studs, which tighten radial spur toothed plates. The

driving torque is transmitted through the toothing.

This coupling has the advantage of being auto-centering and

being quickly and precisely mounted. Furthermore, the

transmitted torque is greater than the one of a classic coupling

flange of the same diameter. The hydrostatic bearing supporting

the impeller is also a new element, which gives a very stable

vibratory behavior to the pump.

The hydraulic part of the pump is shown on Figure 1.

Figure 1: Pump hydraulic part

According to the service conditions (water at the reactor coolant
temperature in the impeller, cooling water injection along the
shaft), and to the relevance of this equipment to both security and
reliability levels, EDF carried out thermo-mechanical and
vibratory analyses, which completed those of the manufacturer in



order Io determine if it would be possible to delect any damage on

the assembly while the pump is running. We did further

calculations, to answer the following questions:

* What is the influence of damaged peripheral studs on the

central stud and on the remaining peripheral studs?

* Can damaged peripheral studs be detected by a vibratory

monitoring of the pump?

To perform this study, we used.a 3D meshing corresponding to

half of the structure (six studs). The meshing (12000 nodes) is

displayed on Figure 2. It depicts the shaft, the impeller, the central

stud and the peripheral studs as well as their nuts. The model is

built to allow the relative displacements between the various

structures mentioned above. These structures are therefore

We took into account all the loadings Io which the structure is

subjected:

* Thermal load,

* Pressure of the reactor coolant,

* centrifugal forces,

* hydraulic forces,

* Clamping of peripheral and central studs.

The studs clamping value is chosen according to the rules used

by the toothings manufacturer concerning the transmission of the

torque and all the other external forces. This clamping value must

be sufficient to maintain the necessary contact pressure between

the flanges. The lengthening value of the studs must be within a

given range.

Figure 2: meshing of one half structure

independently modeled.

The impeller-shaft contacts and the nut bearing side contacts are

represented by unilateral contact conditions. This method enables

us to compute the pressure on the bearing (contact pressure) in the

case of contact, and the gap value when shaft and impeller plates

are separated. Knowing the differential displacement of the shaft

and impeller plates, the residual area of contact on toothing can be

estimated as sufficient or not to ensure the correct transmission of

the torque.

This elastic stretch is introduced in the structural modeling

analysis through contact conditions. This phenomenon is

represented by a material interpénétration AL between the nut

bearing side and the shaft bearing side, as shown on Figure 3.
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Figure 3: consideration of the damping

The stud elongation value (ALstud) is taken as an input into the

software. Then, the software automatically computes the

distorsions between all the structures in contact, and the final

position of bearing areas. The algorithm used is an iterative non

linear modified Newton-Raphson type (Figure 4) that enforces the

condition:

( Ufl-UB).tïc < g were Uj is the displacement

with:

g > 0: no contact

g = Ck contact

g < ft contact+interpénétration, to solve first.

EOHTINUEl

Figure 4: contact condition

The starting AL is divided in ALstod(i) + ALshaft(i). We finally
iterate on AL until ALstud(i) is equal to ALstud.

Results.

One calculation has been performed on an undamaged model

and three calculations have been performed on the model with

two, four, then six missing peripheral studs.

The first calculation shows that the thermal loading is the more

penalizing. If stresses in various structures are acceptable,

distorsions resulting from temperature distribution entails a partial

separation of impeller-shaft contact areas, as shown on Figure 5.

This separation is due to the shaft deformation in umbrella shape

due to high gradients of temperature.

Figure S: Differential displacement between the shaft and the

impeller

When two adjacent studs are suppressed, the calculation shows

that the mechanical behavior of the coupling is not significantly

altered. A different behavior can be observed when four adjacent

studs are suppressed. In this case there is a stress transfer onto the

next studs on the order of 5%, but there is no perceptible

deflection of the impeller.

When six adjacent studs are suppressed (half of the peripheral

studs), we notice that although the stresses increase in the

remaining peripheral and central studs, their level is still

acceptable. The impeller-shaft gap decreases on die undamaged

studs side and increases on the opposite side,-leading to a

deflection at the end of the impeller of about 50 microns.

Such a deflection can be detected in service by a vibratory

monitoring talcing into account the stable vibratory behavior of

the hydrostatic bearing.

Conclusions.

We showed through this analysis that the pump has a good

mechanical behavior even when peripheral studs are missing.

Moreover, broken peripheral studs can be detected in service by

the significant increase of the vibratory level (first harmonic).

Validation of a method to compute the energy release

The purpose of this study is to validate a new method for

estimating the risk of propagation of cracks located on a primary

pump shaft The method validation was carried out on a cracked

round bar.

The bar is shown in Figure 6. The transverse crack is semi-

elliptical and is subjected to a bending moment or tension load.

Three crack sizes are studied. The crack areas correspond to 30%,

50% or 70% of the total cross section.
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figure 6: a round bar containing a semi-elliptical crack

Modelling.

Three 3D finite element meshings of the complete bars are used

to study the effects of the bending moments Mx, My and the

tensile force F. The model sizes vary from 6650 nodes for the

30% cracked area to 6850 nodes for the 70% cracked area.

Moreover, contact conditions are used to properly take into

account the crack closure phenomenon.

Computation of the energy release rate bv the THETA
method.

The THETA method, used to compute the energy release rate G

has been developed by EDF [I].

The energy release rate G represents the variation of the

potential energy during a virtual crack growth. This rate, which is

also the driving force of the crack size, is usually related to the

stress intensity factors, which indicate whether or not a crack will

propagate.

The value of G is obtained following a finite element

calculation, which will give the displacement field of the cTacked

structure. The virtual displacement of the crack is given by the

Theta field. Its direction is the propagation direction of the crack.

The procedure used is as follows.

Let us take a structure Cl, represented in figure 7

Figure 7: schematic representation of the Theta method

f: force prescribed on a part T of the boundary 3Ji of Cl,

uO: displacement field prescribed on the complementary part

of an,
S: crack tip.
Trie virtual progression of the crack affects neither f or I".
The potential energy of the structuz s £2 subjected to forces f and

the displacement field uO is given by

Tr(a—)
3 M

fu

where denotes the derivative with respect to the coordinate
dM

If we study the structure Ci (in which the crack has advanced by
dl). we have a new expression of the potential energy

Jn1

In this case, we define G as follows

G = l i m d l - » 0
W - W

dl
This expression has meaning only if we express W as a function

of o, u and Q .

This is achieved by introducing a transfer function F£ that
associates any point M' of Cl' to a point M of Cl such that

M + E 6(M)



where 8(M) is the virtual displacement field representing the
kinematics of the crack. We obtain:

where:
9(S)=I

e=d l

Furthermore, far from the crack tip and at the boundary of £2, 8
has to be equal to zero (6(MT) = 0).

It is worth noting that F£ associates any fonction f defined on Ci'
to a fonction f* defined on CL In particular, this result can be
applied to the stress and displacement fields

o * = o ' o F e

u * = u ' o F e

Therefore du' 3M Su*, 36 -1

3M1 3 M 3 M 1 dM 3M

The expression of the potential energy W becomes

W=L a )
dM dM

det(I-«—]
3M

fu

When e is small, there exists a series expansion of a* and u* as
fonctions of O and u, which are solutions of the initial problem

U* = U-t-£ U1 + E U2+...+E? (XE)

with Hm 0(E)E^0=0

Using aie constitutive law and the equilibrium equation

VT , Tr(AOT) = } Tr(T-)
Ja JCi ÔM

V v, Tr(C

Jd
SM

where A is the compliance matrix, x a virtual stress field and v a
kinematically admissible displacement field. We finally obtain:

53LSE.»J.
d i 2

diveL 1 3M3M

Three remarks can be drawn.
Firstly, the numerical application has led to the choice of a linear

6 field, viz:
* 8 = 1 in the vicinity of the crack tip,
* 8 = 0 far from the crack tip.

__ • 8 varies linearly between 0 and 1 in the part
£1 defined by the two previous choices. In figure 7, the shaded area

corresponds to 9 = 1, the grey area corresponds to 0<8<l and the
rest corresponds to 9 = 0. ^ ^

Secondly, the restriction on the choice £2 is that £1 must not
contain the crack tip or reach the boundary of £1. These restrictions
insure the independence of !he intégral from its support
Thirdly, the computation of G, defined over the complete structure

CL, will only be carried out on lhe part Ci where the derivation
will not be equal to zero. ^M

Advantages of the Theta method.
The Theta method enables us to calculate G on any mesh (without

sophisticated mesh). The CPU time saving is important due to the
integration of G by a Gauss method (the computation of G takes
about 25% of the total CPU time required for the computation of
the displacement field using the finite element method). The
advantage of the Theta method compared with Parks' method is

that the stiffness matrix of finite elements of Cl is not modified.

Results.
The three cracked bars have the following characteristics:

d = 0.22 m.
F=ICOOON

My = M90O= 15.000 m.N
E=ZHO1 1Pa
v = 03
Tae results are shown in the following frame

\ G (Him)

OUkIl)X

30 %

50%

70 %

tva

0.15

1.15

1.55

Wd

0.3

0.56

0.75

G(F)

0.031

0.2

2.70

60")

39

135

S70

W )

22

77

526

QtO-)

5

1»

11

An analytical method [2] gives a difference of about 5% on G for
the 30% cracked area. For the other two models, for which the
ratios b/a and b/r are greater than 1. the analytical method cannot be
applied.

However, the authors [1] have found an example of a cracked 2D
structure calculated by Bowie [3] using a convergent series which
gives the K] factor for many loadings.

10



Using G = —— K]

thû error percentage on G represents about 1 %.
We then verified the independence of G related to the choice of il

To do that, we considered three areas for Sl defined as follows
*r = 3 mm, R= 10 mm
* r = 3 mm, R= 30 mm
* r = 15 mm, R = 50 mm
Whichever loadings or models, the difference on G is less than

1%.
All these checkings show the very good stability of G

computations ari validates the Theta method.

CONCLUSIONS
These examples clearly demonstrate how the I7EM can be applied

to ensure the safety of equipment and the reliability of machines.
They have also shown that the problems encountered in nuclear
power plant components are often very complicated, involving both
3D structures with non-linear behaviors and complex loadings,
requiring the continuous development and introduction of
sophisticated algorithms in finite element softwares.
The next step is to develop a method able to compute the J integral
for cracks for which plasticity is not confined in the vicinity of the
crack ùp.
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